
Meeting Information -

Subject: Care Code;

Meeting with: Kathryn Kass - Physician Assistant

Time: Tuesday, 1/18/2022 5:15 PM EST

Location: By Phone; 906-281-0992; We will be using Google Meets, check discord for link

Recording: Here

Interview Positions / Jobs:

Cody Boyd (TL) - Assisting in explaining the technical sides of questions, or clarifying

something the client may not understand.  Asking questions if no-one else chooses too.

Shane O’Brien (PO) - Primary Interviewer, the individual to be asking most of the questions

and communicating with the scientist directly. If something is not understood, ask TL or

someone else to explain it

Colin Knudsen - Taking notes of the meeting. Particularly answers to the already written out

questions and any new questions that may arise during the meeting.

Eric Belt - Primarily taking notes of what the interviewee says in response to the questions.

Patrick Philbin - Taking notes

Harry Taylor - Transcribing, taking notes

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lFId924RXtYqVQjRRjwA_xWR-825PuZS/view?usp=sharing


Interview Questions:

SO - Who are the users of your app (age, occupation)?

It would be medical providers including physicians, practitioners, etc.

20-60s.

They should know what they are collecting.

SO - What data should the app collect?

Medical opinions from a user’s patient’s visit, generic, not specific. The app collects

information necessary to produce an ICD-10-CM code, but this data is not saved.

SO - What is the process for generating a code, and is there a resource that could

walk us through it?

Coding: Level of care a patient receives.

Raises by the amount of time a care provider spends with them?

Another determining factor is certain elements of the care, which is the main factor,

time should only be used if it exceeds expected.

Element 1: Complexity of problem

Element 2: Amount of complexity of data reviewed

A. Number of notes

B. Assessment

C. Test interpretation with an external provider.

Element 3: Risk of complications of things like prescriptions.

SO - When or where will the app be used?

Any time a patient is seen, a note is written about the consultation. This includes any

number of visits, including in-patient, telehealth, out-patient, checkup, etc. The code is

necessary for this note.



SO - What information or content does the app show the user?

- Answered another question about generating

Elements to check what was done

Automatically generates code based on selected elements.

SO - Is there a certain theme that you want the application to have?

If yes, Can you send certain aids to assist us with the theme?

A ‘Medical’ theme with Crosses noted

Simple, pertains to looking like a medical site.

Blue background.

Make it really simple.

Do we need to have a color assist version?

Not needed. Just ensure black text.

SO - Do you have any documents such as flyers, forms, or spreadsheets that you can

share with us?

If the scientist has paper forms that are currently used for observations then these can be

invaluable assistance in your design process. Encourage the scientist to email these

documents.

CB - What browser will be used to run the application?

Google Chrome, maybe Internet Explorer or Safari.

What version of the browser is being used? - NOTE: Only if the systems are

older DF’s are not important in newer browsers.



Current systems are running ‘latest’, probably win 10.

CB - How sensitive is the information we are working with? Should security be the

highest priority? Do we need to sign anything to build this project?

No, we’re not asking specific medical information. Just general actions taken in the

meeting. Not saved date, nor specific to patient.

CB - Should we have a tutorial or will the information be trivial enough to use the

application implicitly?

Just make it intuitive, no need for tutorial, just make sure they can go on the site and

use it easily. Make something that makes the program faster and not slower.

If yes to the tutorial, how in depth would you like it to be?


